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THERMAL STRESS PROPAGATION IN VISCO-ELASTIC BODIES*

W. NOWACKI

Polish A cademy of Sciences, Warsaw (Poland)

The paper deals with the computation of stresses due to the action of a non-stationary
temperature field in a visco-elastic body. It was assumed that temperature range
is not very large and that therefore the material constants are independent of tem-
perature, and depend only on time. The problem is regarded as dynamic.

The natural state of the body was assumed to be the initial state; homogeneous
initial conditions for displacements, stresses, and temperature were taken.

The stress-strain law for various models of visco-elastic bodies, after an appli-
cation of the Laplace transform, can be written thus

cry = 2 /j, By + <5y (X Ekic — y T) i, j •= 1, 2, 8

(1)

/ > r , P) = J e -» i(xr, I) At y = 0,(34 + 2Ji)
o

i.e. in a unified form. Here 7nj(xr, p), eij(xr, f) are the transforms of the components
of the stress and strain tensors, respectively. The quantities fi,(p), H(p) for a perfectly
elastic body represent the Lame constants fio, Ao; at is the coefficient of thermal
expansion and T the transform of the temperature.

Introducing Equation (1) into the transformed equations of motion

oiu •mpiq%n i = 1,2,3 (2)

we obtain the following transformed system of displacement equations

Jt wi.fcfc-t-tA + ft) uk,u + yf,, - Qp* n i = 1,2,3 (3)

The transforms of the strain ey were here expressed by the transforms of the dis-

* To be published in Osterrcichischcs Ingenieur-Archiv.
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placements, ey = i(iH,j + »],t)- If the body is not loaded the boundary conditions
have the form

In the case of an infinite visco-elastic space it is sufficient to find the particular
solution of Equation (3).
The change in time of the temperature field will resultjn the infinite space in the
propagation of longitudinal waves only. Putting M< = &ti we reduce Equation (3)
to the form

= mT (5)

where

The deformations a n d stresses are obta ined by performing the inverse Laplace
transform in the relations

«'-*•" (6)

an = 2ji[0,tj — dti 0,kk) + Qp2 <P

The stresses are given by the formulae

atj - f dr (dV(£r) T{$t, r) at]* (xr, $r, t - r) (7)

where <Ty*(̂ r, f r,t) is the stress due to an instantaneous thermal inclusion d(xr — f r) d(t).
The potential (p*(xr, t) corresponding to this inclusion should satisfy the equation

i md(xr — $r) (8)

The re-transformed stresses are given by

(9)

If in Equation (5) the term —p2a 0 be neglected and in Equations (6) the term
gp2 0, then we arrive at the equations of the quasistatic case.

For a bounded body the solution of Equation (3) with the conditions (4) can be
represented in the form

Mi = y J T{(r,P) di(Sr,Xr,P)dV(ir)+Qp^j Uj[xrifi)Wi)(xriSr,P)iV(Sr) (10)

Replacing the system (3) by the appropriate system of Fredholm integral equations
of the second kind we make it possible to employ all known methods of solution of
these equations. The Green function JJ^ (xr, p) has been introduced above for the
displacements.

It satisfies the system of differential equations

Ji Vi\*k + (A + jH) U(»kM + 6(x* — &)<5« = o ( 1 1 )
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with the boundary conditions

U^i(xr, f r. <) denotes the displacement of the point xr in the direction of the
due to the action of an instantaneous concentrated force at the point f rin the direction
xy and di(irxr,t) is the dilatation caused at the point §r by an instantaneous con-
centrated force at the point xr acting in the direction Xi. Equations (10) constitute an
extension of the equations of Maysel for visco-elastic bodies. If in the right-hand side
of Equations (10) the second term is neglected we arrive at the equations of the quasi-
static problem. The solution of the system of Equations (3) can also be represented
as follows:

(13)

V

where 0j is the dilatation connected with the displacements F(i)j satisfying the system
of equations

— Qp*V,U) + S(x* — f*) at, = 0 (14)

with the boundary conditions (12).
In the particular case of an infinite space we have y &t = 0*,4.
A detailed investigation has been made of the propagation of stress waves in a

visco-elastic space, due to the action of a concentrated, linear, and plane source of
heat. The case of non-stationary stresses due to a sudden heating of the surface of a
semi-space is also dealt with.


